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and combination might readily be changed so as to render it ap-
plicable to this use; but it does not follow that the necessary changes
areS() obvious that an ordinary mechanic would see, and make them.

device we think anticipates Lieb's. In construction,
combination and operative effect, the two are in all material respects
indistinguishable.
As respects the other device sued upon (Flecke's) the resemblance

to Lagowitz's is not so close. There are differences, which though
slight affect and vary their operation. There may be room to doubt
whether the differences are sufficient to sustain the Flecke patent.
Possibly with the presumption of validity in its favor, it should be
susta.ined. It is unnecessary however to decide this question; for
if the patent may be sustained the respondent's device must be held
not to infringe. It is certainly as easy to distinguish his from
Flecke's, as it is to distinguish Flecke's from Lagowitz's. The claim
involved reads as follows:
"The improved spring catcb or fastener for a bag frame, the same consisting

of a box, a, having therein a spring, c, and a pivotal sbaft witb ears at eacb
end tbereof, adapted to bold the section of tbe bag frame togetber, and having
three cam projections disposed at equal distances apart around tbe said
shaft, to engage tbe spring wbereby the ears may be turned to a catching rela-
tion to tbe said frame or to either a right or left outwardI3'-projecting position
from the frame, SUbstantially as set forth."

The novelty thus described consists in the three cam projections,
placed equidistant on the shaft. The respondent has but two such
projections; and but one distinct cam surface. In the complainant's
specifications it said:
"I do not wisb to be understood as limiting myself to a bar, e, having pro-

jedions upon it, inasmucbas a plain round bar might be employed, the fric-
tion of the spring alone serving to bold the ears in position."

If, however, this language is read into the claim the device de-
scribed is rendered indistinguishable from Lagowitz's and the patent
is consequently invalidated. The subject need not be pursued. It
is clear that to sustain Flecke's patent it is necessary to confine
it to the special structure claimed, and that when thus confined the
respondent does not infringe.

BONSACK MACH. CO. v. ELLIOTT.
SA-r.m et ai. v. NATIONAL CIGARETTE & TOBACCO CO. et ai.

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. April 6, 1896.)

PATENTS-LIMITATION OF UI,AIMS-ClGARETTE MACHINES.
The Emery "belt patent," No. 216,164, for a cigarette machine, is

limited, as to claims 10 and 12, to un endless belt, curved transversely
into tubular form, to constitute a mold for compressing the tobacco
into a filler, and they (10 not cover a fiat belt, which serves merely to
support and carry the filler after it has been formed by a separate de-
vice. 16 C. C. A. 250,69 Fed. 335, affirmed on rehearing.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the South-
ern District of New York.
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These were suits in equity by the Bonsack Machine Company
against Henry C. Elliott, and by the Bonsack Machine Company and
the i\.merican Tobacco Company against the National Cigarette &
Tobacco Company and others, for infringement of four patents for
cigarette machines. In the circuit court certain claims of each
patent sued on were sustained, and found to be infringed, and a
decree was entered for complainants accordingly. fi3 Ped. 835. De-
fendants appealed to this court, which, on June 28, 1895, reversed the
decree below. 16 C. C. A. 250, 69 Fed. 335. The cause is now for
decision on a rehearing.
Robert H. Duncan and A. H. Burroughs, for complainants.
E. N. Dickerson and Edwin H. Brown, for defendants.
Before WALLACE and SHIPMAN, Circuit Judges, and 'rO\VK-

SEND, District Judge.

Circuit Judge. The complainants in the above-en-
titled causes applied for a rehearing upon two questions: (1) The
proper interpretation of claims 10 and 12 of the .Emery patent, Ko.
216,Hi4; (2) the question of infI'ingement of said claims,-and the
application was granted. 'fhe original o1'inion of the court states
the facts in regard to the Hook, Abadie, and Emery belt patents
(16 C. C. A. 250, 69 Fed. 335), but some repetition may be desirable.
The Hook machine was the first attempt to manufacture a rolled and
wrapped cigarette of indefinite length. It attempted to compress
the tobacco into a filler, and to roll the wrapper about the filler
simultaneously in the same trough or tube-forming die, and was a
commercial failure on account of the resistance which the fibers of
long-fibered tobacco made to being wrapped before they had been
thoroughly compressed. The Emery belt machine improved upon
the Hook patent by adopting "the prineiple of forming the filler
before beginning the wrapping operation. The filler ,vas continu-
ously formed before it reached the wrapper, in an endless traveling
belt, curved around the tobacco by the walls of a chamber through
which the belt passes. This endless belt separates from the tobacco
filler as it delivers it to the paper wrapper and disappears beneath
the table; but, after the paper strip has been wrapped around the
filler, and the overlapping edge pasted down, the belt, reappearing
above the table, comes into action again, and is caused to encircle
sealed cigarette rod with a close frictional contact, passing with it
through a hollow cylinder or guide tube." In the determination of
the question of infringement by any subsequent and competing ma-
chine, it became, of course, important to ascertain the scope of the
Emery invention, and for this purpose to know its position in the
history of the art. The complainants, who were anxious that the
patent should occupy a large territory, desired that especial COIl-
sideration should be given to its alleged primary character, and
considered that the essential features of the Emery we!'!'
that the filler should be formed in one set of devices and should be
wrapped in another set, and that an endless belt should, as a car-
rier, connect the two sets, and that the particular kind of filler-
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forming 'chamber and the particular kind and office of the belt, if
itwas a carrier or, supporter, were unimportant. The court said, in
its opinion, that this construction took no account of the Abadie
machine, which had, in an imperfect form, the principle of the Emery
invention, by which was meant that the filler was formed by one
set of devices, and was subsequently wrapped by another set. No
importance was placed upon the heavy thread of leather or rubber
in the Abadie machine which passed over the center of drawing
pulleys, and threaded the paper into the machine. This was not
supposed to be a belt. Subsequent reflection has brought us to the
conclusion, which was strengthened upon the rehearing, that too
much stress was placed in the former opinion upon the Abadie ma-
chine, not because it did not have separate filler-forming and filler·
wrapping devices, but because its filler·forming mechanism, and the
manner by which the filler was conveyed to the wrapping mech-
anism, were so unlike the Emery construction as to make its place
in the history of the development of cigarette mechanism between
Hook and Elliott of no comparative importance. In the Abadie
machine the tobacco was molded into a filler in a metallic molding
tube, through which the tobacco was moved onward by a piston or
pump plunger. A helicoidal mold inclosed the orifice of the mold·
ing tube, supported the paper in trough form, which received the
filler as it was pushed forward by the piston. The filler, on leaving
the end of the molding tube, entered directly upon the band of paper
during its formation into a continuous tube, and there was no in·
tervening belt or carrier between the two sets of devices. Abadie,
by a piston or plunger, pushed his filler immediately upon the paper
in the helicoidal mold which inclosed the orifice of the molding
tube; Emery carried to the paper wrapper his formed filler in the
curved belt which compressed it.
The question remains as to the proper construction of the Emery

belt patent with the Abadie machine out of view. The Hook ma-
chine was a combined filler forming and wrapping device. Its suc-
cessor was a separate filler-forming and filler-wrapping machine;
and the complainants, without limiting themselves to the peculiar·
ities of either set of devices, and speaking in general terms, regard
the claims 10 and 12 as covering any machine which forms the to-
bacco into a filler in one set, and subsequently wraps such formed
filler in another set, provided the filler is carried from the filler·
forming devices to the wrapping devices by an endless belt. This
construction is broader than the invention, and gives far wider
scope to the belt than it deserves. The invention was the described
and claimed means by which the filler was formed and delivered to
the wrapping devices, and consisted as much in the means by which
it was formed as the means by which it was delivered. The expan-
sion of the invention so as to make any flat belt or ribbon which may
serve as a support and as a carrier correspond to the curved belt,
which is a part of the forming mechanism, cannot be permitted.
As it was said in the prior opinion: "The Emery belt was not a
mere carrier. It was continually a forming and encircling tube.
'An endless belt, to serve simply as a carrier, has a different char-
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acter, and performs adifIerent office, from the belt of the Emerys."
'l'he conclusion which we reached before is not changed, that "the
endless belt of the tenth and twelfth claims is curved, so as to com-
press the tobacco and form the filler, and the filler-forming cham-
ber is one in which the filler is molded bv the curved belt. The two
claims are to be limited to the endless belt, which is curved trans-
versely into tubular form, to constitute a mold, which compresses
or molds the tobacco into a filler, and to the filler-forming chamber,
which operates to bend or curve the belt into the tubular form; not
merely to enable it to receive or to carry, but to enable it to form,
a filler by the power conveyed by it." 16 C. C. A. 250, 69 Fed. 335.
The directions which were heretofore given in regard to the inter-
locutory decree of the circuit court in the case against Henry C.
Elliott, and in regard to the order, pendente lite, of the circuit court
in the case against the National Cigarette Machine Company, are
not changed.

JACKSON v. VAUGHAN.

(Circuit Court, N. D. California. 16, 1896.)

No.

PATENTS-PURCHASE FROM TERRITORIAl, LICENSEE-SALT, 11\ OTIlEJl TERRITORY.
A dealer in territory reserved by the patentee may purchase the pat-

ented articles from a licensee of other territory. through an agent in
such territory, and import and resell them in the reserved territory, with-
out infringing any rights of the patentee; and it is immaterial that such
dealer may have knowledge of a contract whereby sueh licensee has
agreed not to sell, or permit the sale, directly or indirectly, of his ar-
ticles in sueh reserved territory. Keeler v. Folding-Bed Co., 15 Sup. Ct.
738, 157 U. S. 659, applied.

Suit in equity for infringement in importing, using, and selling
horse hayforks in the state of California, and to restrain the fur-
ther sale of the same.
J. P. Langhorne, for complainant.
J. H. Miller, for respondent.

MORROW, District Judge. This is a suit in equity, brought by
Byron Jackson against F. VV. Vaughan, for alleged infringement of
letters patent Nos. 197,137 and 210,548, for improvements in horse
hayforks, in importing, using, and selling said hayforks in the state
of California. The facts show that Jackson is the owner of the
patents referred to on horse hayforks; that Jackson licensed F. E.
Myers & Bros., of Ashland, in the state of Ohio, to exclusively man-
ufacture and sell horse hayforks, under said patents, within the ter-
ritory of the United States lying east of the Rocky l\lountains, said
license to run during the lifetime of the patents. In consideration
of this license to manufacture and sell exclusivelv within said ter-
ritor,}', F. E. Myers & Bros. agreed with the complainant as fol·
lows:


